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Abundant problems occur during the process of its implication since they are 
mispresented. In fact, a good system itself shall be immune to the occurrence of 
serious, large amounts of problems. For this reason, it is necessary to carry out 
discussion on this system on its legislative level. This essay observes from the 
combination of compelling measures, a concrete system, with aims of criminal 
proceedings, it tries to analyze the factors leading to the formation of current 
compelling measures and improvement of them from the angel of aims of criminal 
proceedings, so as to avoid analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of concrete 
problems merely.    
In the first chapter of this essay, it analyzes the theoretical base for the legislation 
of system of compelling measures – aims of criminal proceedings. The aims of 
criminal proceedings in a nation equal to the sense of value of them. Facing the 
conflicts between criminal punishment and insurance of human rights, different 
countries are bound to make different choices due to various influences from their 
respective cultural tradition, situations of social crimes and systems of politics and 
economy, etc., so many concepts of criminal proceedings are come into beings. 
Scholars in every country conduct researches on the concepts of criminal proceedings 
to make generalization, out of which the crime-controlling pattern & legitimate 
procedure pattern in the United States, and theories of realism of objects & legitimate 
law procedure play a major role in it. The legislation of compelling measures is 
completely different according to different aims of criminal proceedings.    
In the second chapter, it expounds the current aims of criminal proceedings in 
our country and situations of legislation of compelling measures under their guidance. 
It is suggestive to introduce Japanese theories on aims of criminal proceedings into 
our country because Japanese circles of theories have conducted a relatively profound 
research into them and have established a fairly perfect system, what’s more, Japan 
has similarities in tradition of law culture and development process of criminal 
proceedings with those of our country, thus it is likely to generalize our aims of 
criminal proceedings with realism of objects and legitimate law procedure. 














that time, the concept of aims of criminal proceedings was set up with realism of 
objects in the year of 1979. In order to realize the service for aims of criminal 
proceedings, the legislation of current compelling measures in our country focuses 
much more on how to control crimes by compelling measures in design of concrete 
procedure so that it leads to many disadvantages in the aspect of insurance of human 
rights, which is criticized widely. Microscopically, this essay generalizes its main 
reflection and disadvantages.    
In the third chapter, it expounds the ratification of aims of criminal proceedings 
and suggestions on the legislation of compelling measures under its guidance. Under 
the new historic conditions, concepts of aims of criminal proceedings should get 
ratified and replaced by one with legitimate procedure. Under the guidance of aims of 
criminal proceedings, we should obey the standard of legitimate procedure in the 
legislation of compelling measures, establish the principle of judicial inspection, 
regarding release on bail as a major means while detention as a supplement, and set 
up scientific concrete regulation of compelling measures.  
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第一章  强制措施制度立法的理论基础——刑事诉讼目的 
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